Item Locations

The archive items are currently spread over several locations. The eventual goal is to minimize these. Most locations are self-evident, but the following information may be helpful regarding the following folders.

Chemical Engineering

These are pieces in the collection of Chris Ambidge, Chemical Engineering, Wallberg Building Room WB207. The descriptions of the items in this location were all provided by Professor Ambidge.

Phone: 416-978-3106; Email: chris.ambidge@utoronto.ca

Institute for History of Science

The items in this collection are in the display cabinets on the 2nd floor of the Institute of the History and Philosophy of Science, Victoria University. Contact Erich Weidenhammer erich.weidenhammer@utoronto.ca (or Kristen Schranz kristen.schranz@gmail.com as a failsafe if Erich leaves).

I believe that most/all? of this material came from the Chemistry Department in an earlier clear-out.

J. Bryan Jones
University Professor Emeritus
Department of Chemistry